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Introduction

In early 1947, Muhammad ed-Dib stumbled upon the most significant 
archeological find of the twentieth century.1 A stray rock, likely thrown to 
guide the Bedouin herds, smashed a pot in a newly eroded cave. Frightened 
but intrigued, the Bedouin returned the following day to investigate the cave 
contents; and so, the discovery of the Dead Sea Scrolls began. Over the next 
decade, Bedouin and scholars would discover roughly 1,000 manuscripts 
(most of which exist as fragments) in eleven caves from Qumran and at several 
other Judean Desert sites such as Masada.2 Scholars classify approximately 
225 of these manuscripts as biblical texts.3 Four characteristics of these 
biblical texts make them especially important to our understanding of the 
OT’s history during the Second Temple period (516 BC-AD 70).

First, these manuscripts are ancient (i.e., third century BC to the second 
century AD).4 Second, most of these manuscripts are written in the OT’s 
original languages (i.e., Hebrew and Aramaic). Third, collectively, these 
texts preserve thousands of differences compared to the Jewish canonical 
text known as the MT (Masoretic Text).5 Fourth, despite the vast number 
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of textual variants, several of these texts preserve a high, and even very high, 
degree of similarity to the MT. These four points are facts. These are ancient 
Hebrew and Aramaic texts. Many differ much from the MT, and yet, many 
correspond closely to the MT. 

Emanuel Tov’s classification grid for categorizing the biblical manuscripts 
from Qumran illustrates point #3 well.6

Table #1. Tov’s Classification of the Qumran Manuscripts

Category Number of Manuscripts

MT-like Texts 56

Pre-Samaritan Texts 5

Texts close to LXX 7

Non-Aligned Texts 57

This classification demonstrates from a “bird’s eye view” a certain level 
of textual plurality from Qumran since Tov identifies nearly half of these 
manuscripts as “non-aligned” or “independent.” Tov describes these manu-
scripts as inconsistent in agreement with MT, SP, and LXX while preserving 
unique readings.7 This group of manuscripts depicts, according to Tov, “an 
almost endless number of individual sources.”8 The center of this group of 
manuscripts is not an internal unity (agreed readings) but a disunity (readings 
that disagree with MT, SP, and LXX). Although this label is a bit ambiguous, 
this categorization grid depicts a level of textual plurality (point 3).

The evidence from half of the Qumran texts, especially the other biblical 
manuscripts discovered at other Judean Desert sites, illustrates point 4 well. 
For example, a Leviticus manuscript (MasLevb) found at Masada dates from 
10 BC to AD 30 and agrees overwhelmingly with the MT. It even agrees with 
the peculiar spelling of ִהוא by reading הוא instead of היא at Leviticus 10:17 
and 11:6. Correspondence on this level indicates a remarkable degree of unity 
between these manuscripts. Moreover, this agreement demonstrates that 
the texts of MT tradition were copied conservatively since both the scribe 
of MasLevb and the MT did not correct their manuscript. The consonants 
 היא were left in both of these manuscripts even though the consonants הוא
were grammatically correct. MasLevb, therefore, illustrates an incredible 
degree of unity between the manuscripts discovered at the other Judean 
Desert sites and the MT.9
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Table #2. אוה of Leviticus 10:17

Excerpt of Codex Leningrad of Lev 10:17: “for it (is) most holy”10

Excerpt of MasLevb of Lev 10:1 “forit (is) mo]st holy”11

The presence of manuscripts representing textual plurality and textual 
unity raises a critical question: Did the OT text move from textual plural-
ity to unity or did an authoritative text exist alongside a diversity of texts? 
Although many scholars argue that the OT text moved from diversity to 
unity, an abundance of evidence from the Second Temple period suggests 
that a standard text existed alongside a diversity of texts. I will discuss two 
pieces of evidence that support this conclusion. First, the non-aligned texts 
can reasonably be understood as re-signified texts. Second, there is both 
direct and circumstantial evidence from other Second Temple literature 
that attests to a standard OT text during this time.

Non-aligned Texts as Re-Signified Manuscripts

Space prohibits a thorough discussion of all 57 manuscripts that Tov 
identifies as non-aligned: instead, I will discuss a sampling of these texts.12

4QGenk: A Normalized Manuscript 
4QGenk (4Q10) is a poorly preserved manuscript that dates on paleographic ground 
to ca. 1-30 AD.13 Tov labels this manuscript as “non-aligned.”14 Besides differences 
of plene/defective spelling, this text preserves three variants when compared to 
the MT. Interestingly, there is a common denominator underlying each of these: 
4QGenk replaces uncommon forms in the MT with more common forms.
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Table #3. Variants of 4QGenk

Fragment, Line, 
and Verse 4QGenk MT

F1:L1 (Gen 1:9) ותרא  And let it
appear ְוֵתָרֶאה  And let it

appear
F2:L3 (Gen 1:14) ול֯ש]נים.  [ and for y[ears] ְוָׁשִנים and years

F5:L2 (Gen 3:1) הא֯ף Did…really ַאף Really…

The differences preserved at Genesis 1:14 concerns a preposition. Genesis 
1:14 of Leningrad reads ְוָהיּו ְלֹאֹתת ּוְלמֹוֲעִדים ּוְלָיִמים ְוָׁשִנים “and they will be for 
signs and for seasons and for days and years.” The preposition “for” is omitted 
before “years” in the MT, while 4QGenk adds it. Both forms are grammatically 
correct in biblical Hebrew, although the form of 4QGenk is more common.15 

The addition of 4QGenk at F5:L2 (Gen 3:1) is similar. Here, 4QGenk 

adds an interrogative particle heh. Interrogative statements can be expressed 
in Hebrew using a particle or by intonation.16 The same is true in English. An 
auxiliary verb can mark an interrogative statement: “Do you like avocados?” 
Or intonation can indicate an interrogative: “You like avocados?” The only 
difference between the statements, “Do you like avocados?” and “You like 
avocados?” when spoken is intonation. Genesis 3:1 of Leningrad does not 
have a particle heh. The interrogative nature of the statement is evident, 
nonetheless, based on context, and readers would undoubtedly communicate 
this idea by intonation. 4QGenk marks the sentence’s interrogative nature 
by adding the particle heh, which is the more common way to indicate an 
interrogative statement.17 Mitchell claims that there are only thirty-nine 
times in the OT were an interrogative particle does not mark an interrogative 
statement.18 Unsurprisingly, many of our English translations seem to take 
the same liberties found in 4QGenk. The ESV, NIV, CSB all read “Did God 
really say…” and yet they are all translating from the MT here, not 4QGenk.19

Finally, the fragmentary nature of this manuscript complicates our under-
standing of the last difference. What is certain at F1:L1 (Gen 1:9) is that 
4QGenk reads ותרא while Leningrad reads ְוֵתָרֶאהi. 4QGenk has omitted 
the final heh of the verb ראה. Verbs that end with the consonant heh 
are considered weak verbs in Hebrew, and, at times, the final heh is apo-
copated (i.e., this letter is lost). The form of the MT is a jussive (a tense 
of volition), but it is not the common form. The typical jussive form for 
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a third yod/vav verb like ראה “to see” is the apocopated form: the final 
heh is lost. It is not surprising given the other two variants that this is 
the form of 4QGenk. Again, the scribe appears to transcribe the more 
common form for the less common form preserved in the MT.

The differences preserved in this manuscript suggest that the scribe has 
taken the liberty to substitute the MT’s uncommon forms for more common 
forms. I believe, then, that it is best to label this manuscript as a “normalized 
manuscript.”20 When we consider point 3 above, we must consider that some 
textual plurality likely results from scribes normalizing their manuscripts.

4QDeutn: An Excerpted Manuscript
4QDeutn (4Q41) dates on paleographic grounds to the early Herodian 
period ca. 30-1 BC.21 It preserves text from Deuteronomy 5 and 8, but not 
in the order found in the MT. The scribe places Deuteronomy 8:5-10 before 
Deuteronomy 5:1-6:1. This manuscript also preserves both reasons for cele-
brating the Sabbath: (Exodus 20:11 and Deuteronomy 5:15).22 

4QDeutn is not an alternative form of Deuteronomy; instead, it is an 
excerpted text.23 Excerpted texts existed in antiquity, and thus, their existence 
at Qumran is not alarming.24 Scholars have identified several manuscripts 
from Qumran as excerpted.25 At least three details about 4QDeutn suggest 
this classification. First, the manuscript’s column height is approximately 
7.1 cm/2.8 inches; the average height of a Qumran scroll was app. 14-15 
cm (5.5-5.9 inches).26 Since a manuscript’s length is directly related to its 
height,27 it is improbable that this manuscript contained the entire book of 
Deuteronomy.28 The column height, thus, indicates that the scribe designed 
this manuscript to preserve only a portion of Deuteronomy.29 Second, Deu-
teronomy 5 is a text commonly found in excerpted manuscripts.30 Third, 
excerpted texts by definition rearrange the biblical order.31 

The main differences preserved in this manuscript suggest that this scribe 
has created an excerpted text. Although excerpted texts are not strictly bib-
lical texts, scholars have categorized some as “biblical.” Thus, again, as we 
evaluate point 3 above, we must consider that some textual plurality results 
from scribes creating excerpted texts.

4QPsx: A Poorly Copied Manuscript
4QPsx is preserved as one fragment and is possibly the earliest manuscript 
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preserving a psalm extant since some scholars date the text to ca. 175-125 
BC on paleographical grounds.32 The document preserves portions of Psalm 
89, but the manuscript has a high degree of textual variety when compared 
to Psalm 89 of the MT. For example, ten Hebrew words preserve variants 
out of a total thirty-six preserved words. Moreover, the scribe rearranges 
the text into the following sequence of verses: 20-22, 26, 23, 27-28, and 31. 
Finally, three remaining words are different from the reading of the MT, 
although synonymous to it.33 The text of 4QPsx is not the text of Psalm 89 
in our English Bibles. Some scholars claim that this manuscript represents 
an independent form of Psalm 89.34 This conclusion is unlikely in my mind, 
given the scribal habits and given the manuscript’s material nature. 

The habits of this scribe suggest that the scribe was either unskilled or a 
beginner.35 The following evidence supports this conclusion:36

1. Some letters are bigger than others. For example, some of the letters of line 1 are 

smaller than those of the rest of the text. Skehan suggests that these letters were 

added as an afterthought.37 

2. The scribe seems to be subject to Aramaic influence. 

3. The scribe reshapes a possible yod to a resh in line 2. 

4. The scribe is inconsistent in the use of final letters. At times the scribe uses final 

mem like in line 4 but not at other times, such as in line 2 and 5. 

5. Some words are written higher on the line than others. An example of this is 

the last word of line 3.

6. The scribe does not leave a space between the first two words preserved on line 3.

7. The scribe uses cancellation dots to “erase” a word mistakenly transcribed. This 

phenomenon is found in line 4. 

8. Words are crowded together at the end of some (possibly most) lines because 

of the scribe’s inability to space words properly. Examples of this include lines 

1, 4, and 5, and perhaps even 6 and 7. 

9. The scribe, at times, runs out of room at the end of the line. He writes the remain-

ing letters above the line in lines 5, 6, and 7 or underneath the line (see line 1).38 

10. The distance between the lines is not consistent. Comparing the space between 

lines 1 and 2 with the distance between lines 5 and 6 makes this point clear.39 

11. The lines are not always straight. For example, lines 6 and 7 curve up and then 

trail downward.40
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Table #4. Scribal and Material Features of 4QPsx compared to 4QDeutn

Image 1: 4QPsx Image 2: 4QDeutn

These details cast serious doubt on this scribe’s ability and strongly suggest 
that the scribe was unskilled or a beginner. Moreover, several additional details 
about this manuscript further cast doubt on its value for understanding the 
textual history of Psalm 89. These details include the following:

1. The text was unruled, which is partially to blame for the writing’s inconsistencies already 

noted. (4QDeutn was ruled as indicated by the arrows above and is presented here for 

comparison with 4QPsx). Tov points out that most Qumran texts had horizontal lines.41 

2. Although the scribes of most of the texts from the Judean Desert used a writing 

block, the scribe of 4QPsx did not. This manuscript has no left margin.42

3. The scribe writes around the stitching. Animal hide went through several steps 

before being inscribed. The hide would be soaked with agents to remove hair and 

fat, stretched, dried, smoothed, and treated with a tanning solution.43 The hide 

would then be cut into rectangular shapes, ruled, and then inscribed. Last, the 

pieces of leather would be sewn together.44 The critical point here is that leather 

sheets were inscribed with text before being stitched together. The text of 4QPsx, 

however, was stitched to another piece of leather before being inscribed. This 

point is evident since the scribe wrote around the stitching holes.45 

In light of these details, it is possible that this fragment once existed as 
the handle sheet of another manuscript, as suggested by Skehan.46 A handle 
sheet was a piece of leather stitched either at the beginning or the end of a 
text. The handle sheet served to protect the text of the manuscript.47 This 
explanation would account for why the stitching preceded the inscription 
and why this sheet lacked a writing block.48 

Although 4QPsx might be a very early manuscript, it is an unreliable guide 
to the state of Psalm 89 since the scribe was likely a beginner. We must keep 
this detail in mind as we evaluate the significance of point 3 above.
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4QQoha: A Modernized Manuscript
4Q109 (4QQoha) is one of the earliest manuscripts from Qumran; it 
dates to 175-150 BC.49 Although this manuscript is one of the earliest OT 
manuscripts, it preserves a later grammatical, linguistic, and orthographic 
profile when compared to MT Ecclesiastes. 

Several details demonstrate this manuscript’s later grammatical profile. 
For example, in post-biblical Hebrew, most infinitive constructs appear 
with a lamed preposition.50 The non-biblical manuscripts from Qumran 
preserve 3026 infinitive constructs, and 1982 of these have a prefixed lamed 
preposition.51 This tendency accounts for the addition at F6i:L8 (Col 
2:19 [Eccl 7:5]). Here, 4Q109 adds a lamed preposition to the infinitive 
construct.

Furthermore, on two occasions, the scribe substitutes the relative particle 
 Although both of these particles coexisted during 52.ֶׁש  for the particle אֲֶׁשר
the biblical era, the ׁש particle was reserved mostly for the vernacular. After 
the exile, ֶׁש increased in usage in literary works and completely replaced 
 in the post-biblical period.53 The two substitutions fit the scribe’s אֲֶׁשר
contemporary usage.

Several other details demonstrate this manuscript’s later linguistic 
profile. Aramaic influence clarifies the substitution of the conjunction 
 at Col 1:1 (Eccl 5:14) since Aramaic כיא for the conjunction ַּכֲאֶׁשר
expresses comparative clauses using the ִּכי particle, not 54.ַּכֲאֶׁשר Moreover, 
we should note that the reading כמה at Col 2:1 (Eccl 6:8), might be an 
example of hypercorrection since the particle ִּכי shares considerable 
overlap with the preposition ְּכ in post-biblical Hebrew and Aramaic.55 
Hypercorrection is found in other manuscripts whose scribe’s were subject 
to Aramaic influence, such as 1QIsaa56 and 4QCantb.57 Another example 
of this is the substitution of בה for Leningrad ָּבא at F1ii:L1 (Col 2:1 [Eccl 
6:4]) Confusion of he and aleph is found in biblical Hebrew, but it is much 
more common in post-biblical literature and Aramaic. 

A later spelling practice also influences the scribe of 4QQoha. Tov labels 
the spelling practice of 4QQoha as Qumran scribal practice (QSP), which 
is characterized by a high proportion of matres lectionis that function to 
facilitate the reading tradition.58 Independent vowel signs were not added to 
the text of the OT until 500-700 AD, so until then, the vowels were marked 
by matres: consonant signs that marked vowel sounds.59 The use of matres to 
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mark vowels evolved from non-use, to use in the final position, to use in the 
final and medial position.60 Although MT Ecclesiastes preserves one of the 
fullest spelling profiles, 4QQoha is fuller. For example, 4QQoha consistently 
spells the adjective ּכֹל “all” plene (full) as כול while Ecclesiastes of the MT 
never does. Similarly, 4QQoha consistently spells the negative לֹא “no” plene 
as לוא while Ecclesiastes of the MT only does this once (Eccl 10:11).61

Table #5: Late Grammatical Profile
Fragment, Line, and Verse 4Q109 MT Detailed Description of Variant

F6ii:L3 
(Col 3:19 [Ecc 7:19]) ֲאֶׁשר ָהיּו ש]היו[ Substitution of Relative Particle

F6ii:L4 (Col 3:20 [Ecc 
7:20]) ׄש]יע[שה ֲאֶׁשר ַיֲעֶשה Substitution of Relative Particle

Table #6: Late Linguistic Profile

Fragment, Line, and Verse 4Q109 MT Detailed Description of 
Variant

 Col 1:1 (Ecc 5:14) כיא ַּכֲאֶׁשר Aramaic Influence

Col 2:1 (Eccl 6:4) בה ָּבא  Aramaic Influence 

Col 2:6 (Ecc 6:8) כמה ִּכי ַמה Aramaic Influence

Table #7: Late Spelling Profile
MT 4QQoha

ּכֹל כול
ֹלא לוא
ִּכי כיא

4QQoha is marked by a late grammatical, linguistic, and orthographic 
profile despite being one of the earliest biblical manuscripts. This manuscript 
is not evidence that a standard form of Ecclesiastes was non-existent at 
this time. A modern analogy would be how most English translations are 
translated into modern English. Modernizing the language of Scripture is 
essential to comprehension and is not evidence that an authoritative text 
did not exist. This feature is another detail that contributes to the textual 
plurality of the Second Temple period (point 3 above). 

Scholars must account for the textual plurality preserved amid biblical 
manuscripts when making conclusions about the state of the OT text. The 
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above analysis, however, shows that much of this difference derives from 
common scribal tendencies. These differences, then, do not call into question 
the presence of a standard text existing alongside this diversity of texts.

A Standard Text according to other Second Temple Literature: 
Direct Evidence

Some authors directly comment on the state of the OT text during the Second 
Temple period. First, Josephus claims that no one added or omitted a word 
from Judaism’s twenty-two book canon (Ag. Ap. 8:38-42). This statement 
does not refer to the texts at Qumran but instead refers to the text preserved 
by the proper authorities in the appropriate place.62 Josephus is referring to 
the text of the temple, not the manuscripts from Qumran.63 The NT, too, 
alludes to the stability of the OT. For instance, Jesus refers to the stability of 
the Law when he says, “Not an iota, not a dot, will pass away from the Law 
until all is accomplished” (Matt 5:18). 

A Standard Text according to other Second Temple Literature: 
Circumstantial Evidence

In addition to this direct evidence, several other circumstantial evidence 
suggests the existence of a standard OT text. Admittedly, the following 
evidence is circumstantial – that is, the conclusion that a standard OT text 
does not necessarily follow. Yet, the evidence is essential and, when taken 
together with the direct evidence and the manuscript evidence, provides 
valuable evidence for this discussion.64

The Need for New Greek Texts
The Torah was translated into Greek during the third century BC in Egypt, 
and the rest of the OT was translated by the first century BC. Jews, however, 
began to revise their Greek texts shortly after translating it, and these revisions 
function to move the Greek text into greater alignment with an MT-like 
text.65 Such recessional activity demonstrates that these scribes understood 
an MT-like text to be the standard text of the Second Temple period. 

The author of the Letter of Aristeas assumes a similar idea (written 
ca. 150-100 BC). The Letter of Aristeas is a letter detailing the origins of 
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an authoritative translation of the Torah into Greek. Many parts of this 
letter’s historicity are questionable; yet the letter undoubtedly preserves 
accurate historical details about the Torah’s state during the Second 
Temple period.66 The goal of this letter is persuasion. The author hopes to 
convince his audience that the Greek translation of the Law he possesses 
is trustworthy and authoritative. Translations that differ are inaccurate 
according to the author. To convince his audience of these ideas, he must 
provide his audience with compelling evidence, or else his arguments 
would hold little persuasive power.

Thus, although some details of this letter might not be historical, the 
reasons that the author uses to justify his translation reveal his audiences’ 
shared opinions about the state of the Torah at his time. The author presents 
several reasons about why his audience should trust his translation. One of 
the reasons is that his translation was copied from a deluxe edition guarded 
by the High Priest (Let. Aris. Par. 32-33). This detail reveals that the author 
and his audience recognize the existence of a standard text amid a diversity 
of texts. The standard text is preserved in the temple.

The Nature of Scribal Intervention in the Temple during the Second 
Temple Period
The temple texts were copied carefully, but scribes took some liberties 
while preserving them. These liberties, however, assume a standard text. 
First, inverted nunin are found in two places in the Masoretic text (before 
and after the “song of the ark” in Numbers 10:35-36 and again in Psalm 
107:23-28).67 These signs indicate either a misplaced text or that these 
verses represent a separate book.68 What is important to note is that the 
scribes who added these signs (perhaps as early as the third century BC) 
and those that copied them did not change the text. The addition of these 
signs cued readers to important details about the text without altering 
it and future generations simply copied the signs without editing to the 
text. The addition and copying of these signs, thus, suggest that those who 
added and copied them perceived their text to be stable. 

Second, another scribal liberty is known as the kethiv/qere. The kethiv is 
a written form, while the qere is the spoken form.69 Often, the scribes of the 
MT would add the vowels of the qere form to the consonants of the kethiv 
form. This phenomenon again suggests the presence of a standard text since 
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the scribes refrained from editing the text. This practice is likely very early 
given the reading אוה (the kethiv) preserved in MasLevb discussed above.

Willingness to Die for the Torah
Another important detail for this discussion is that many Jews suffered 
death because they adhered to the Law in the Second Temple period. 
The Hellenization of the Jewish people under Antiochus Epiphanes was 
extensive. Jews were prohibited from celebrating the Sabbath, offering 
sacrifices to the Lord, practicing circumcision, and having copies of the 
book of the covenant (1 Macc 1:41-57; 2 Macc 6:1-11; Jewish War 1:34-
35). Although many Jews embraced these Hellenizing efforts, others were 
willing to die (1 Macc 1:60-63; 2 Macc 6:18-7:42). The willingness to die 
for the Law of God suggests that Jews understood their Law as authoritative 
and stable, not fluid. When defending the trustworthiness of the Scriptures, 
Josephus makes the same point. He claims that Jews for a long period have 
been willing to die for the Scriptures (Ag. Ap., 8:43; 22.191).

Ability to Obey the Law Precisely
One should further note that Second Temple Jews believed that they could 
obey the Law’s demands strictly. Josephus claimed that the Pharisees 
followed the Law exactly ( Jewish War, 1.111). Those who belonged to the 
community of the yahad (those at Qumran were members of the yahad) 
believed similarly. For example, the members of the yahad were called to 
abide by the laws of God even in the smallest of details (1QS 1:13-16; 2:9-
1; 3:11; 9:9), and punishment for deliberate disobedience of even one Law 
of Moses resulted in strict punishment: banishment from the community 
(1QS 8:21-23). This attitude assumes a stable text.

Second Temple Jewish Debates
Debates existed in Second Temple Judaism, but they do not seem to 
pertain to the words of the Law, but the proper interpretation of the Law. 
This concept is evident in a few texts. The Community Rule (1QS) and 
the Manuel of Discipline (CD) both allude to debates among mainstream 
Judaism and the members of the yahad. On a few occasions, members are 
warned not to discuss matters of the Law with Israelites not belonging to 
the community of the yahad (1QS 5:15-17; 9:16). The NT, too, alludes to 
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Jewish debates of this time.70 For example, the Pharisees debate matters of 
the Law often with Jesus. Yet, the Pharisees never argue with Jesus about 
the words of the Law; what they discuss is the proper interpretation of the 
Law. Again, these debates assume a stable text.

Conclusion
The above evidence strongly suggests that a stable text existed alongside 
a diversity of texts during the Second Temple period. This conclusion is 
suggested because although several manuscripts from Qumran illustrate a 
level of textual diversity (point 3), this diversity is the result of common 
scribal activity. These manuscripts are likely re-signified texts. Moreover, 
several manuscripts discovered at Qumran, especially at the other Judean 
Desert sites, demonstrate that a traditional text was copied carefully and 
conservatively (point 4). In addition to this evidence, other documents 
indicate that a stable text existed at this time while a variety of other 
evidence assumes this reality. In conclusion, although there is a level of 
textual plurality during the Second Temple period, this textual plurality 
does not indicate the absence of a standard text. Instead, when one accounts 
for this plurality’s nature while further accounting for other direct and 
circumstantial evidence, the best explanation is that a standard OT existed 
alongside a diversity of texts. It is my view that this text is an MT-like text. 
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